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John C. Breckinridge rose to prominence during one of the most turbulent times in our nation's
history. Widely respected, even by his enemies, for his dedication to moderate liberalism,
Breckinridge's charisma and integrity led to his election as Vice President at age 35, the youngest
ever in America's history. After a decade of being out-of-print, Breckinridge: Statesman, Soldier,
Symbol returns as the quintessential biography of one of Kentucky's great moderates. Historian
William C. Davis sheds light on Breckinridge's life throughout three key periods, spanning his career
as a celebrated statesman, heroic soldier, and proponent of the reconciliation. A true Kentucky hero,
"Old Breck's" bravery in battle, dedication to the pursuit of truth, and unique ability to win the loyalty
of others rank him alongside Henry Clay and Simon Kenton. Drawing from a remarkable collection
of sources, including previously unknown documents and letters, as well as the papers of his
associates and extensive aid from the Breckinridge family, Davis presents the legacy of a man often
overlooked.
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Excellent biography of one of the most interesting men in the US Civil War. From a political star as
Vice President and Presidential Candidate against Lincoln, Brekinridge typlifies the great split in our
country. Dutiful and professional serving as VP to the virtual end of his term he leaves as a
vagabond due to his southern sympathies. Brekinridge served as a Confederate General during the
war and ended it as perhaps the most proficient Secretary of War that the south had. Davis covers

Breckinridge's rise as the succesor to the great Henry Clay. When the crisis of civil war looms, he is
reaching his zenith as a political star. In an almost sad despair, he leaves to fight for the south as
his border state home Kentucky remains in the Union. Breckinridge is a great subject of the war as
he serves in both the western theater and the east as well and as a succesful independent
commander in southwestern VA. Davis captures Breckinridges life throughout the war with great
detail such as when his division is severly punished at Stones River under Bragg who in turn
accusses Breckinridge unfairly of incompetence and drink. But Breckinridge thives later as an
independent commander in an undermaned and threatened theater of southwestern VA. He
consolidates his troops and wins one of the souths last great, although small, battles at New Market
that is forever associated with the valor of the VMI cadets who supported the final charge.
Breckinridge later serves wiith Lee at Cold harbor and throughout the overland campaign. But as the
author Davis carries you through Breckinridge's career, you become a witness to the south's final
destruction as Breckinridge is the Scretary of War during the final months of the Confederacy.
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